400.000
ATS
prizes
are
guaranteed at the PokerworldISA-CASINOS World Cup
(rs) The beginning of August is the kick off for a new round
of the Pokerworld-[key:IC] World Cup.
From 1.08.2001 – 3. 08.2001 the next round of the Pokerworld[key:IC] World Cup takes place. 3 days are reserved for a
exciting tournament with the habitual 1.000 ATS Add Ons and
unlimited Rebuys in the first 3 levels. Omaha Pot Limit and
Texas Hold’em Pot Limit will be played.
The organization team has chosen a modus with which 12 players
per day will qualify themselves for the finals on the last day
where 36 players will fight against each other. The tournament
will begin on Wednesday, 1. August, at 19:00 o’clock, on
Thursday, 2. August, at 19:00 o’clock and on Friday at 17:00
o’clock.
The Finals with the „last“ 36 qualified players will start at
21:00 o’clock and the organization team guarantees ATS 400.000
prizes!! Pokerworld of course offers a free first class buffet
for it’s poker guests.
The Pokerworld-[key:IC] World Cup breaks slowly up to a hot
phase and there is no time to rest if you want to gather
points for the additional prize which is DM 25.000 worth. This
prize will be played out among all players who have qualified
for it at the end of the year. [key:ISA] Casinos and Günther
Personal Consultancy (Klaus Günther), who are the sponsors of
this prize, are looking forward to seeing a wonderful match.
The Card Casino Pokerworld is well known for ist flexibility
and the events it makes. Manfred Engstler, the responsible
Poker Manager, told the [key:IC]: „We won’t stop and rest. We

will search for new possibilities to reach new targets. We
guarantee the excitement of a fascinating match. Playing, Fun
and Action, these are the principles of our Casino.“

